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personal responsibility
scholarly value of academic software
Recognition of academic software

Academic software development processes

The intellectual content of academic software
http://tinyurl.com/easmanifesto

Engineering of Academic Software Pledges

For each pledge, please indicate whether you feel this pledge is essential to be included in the manifesto.

1 = Strongly disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Neutral; 4 = Agree; 5 = Strongly agree

For each pledge, your role is indicated in parentheses. If you wish, you may also comment on the identified role or the phrasing of the pledge.

Citation and Reviewing

(Author) I will properly cite software used to produce my research results.

1 2 3 4 5
○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Comments — (Author) I will properly cite software used to